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                  Find out more about Worcestershire Wildlife Trust. This section includes who we are, our conservation work, our meeting rooms and our work with schools.
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                  Discover more about the many ways you can support our work - from becoming a member or shopping to donating or leaving a legacy for a wilder future.
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                  From volunteering to helping wildlife as part of your local community, why not get involved with nature?
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                  Discover more about wildlife across Worcestershire and throughout the UK as well as how you can help wildlife where you live.
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        Local Wildlife Sites are the most important habitats in our landscape, outside statutory designated areas. They can include any type of semi-natural habitat or native plant and animal species.
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            Dipping a toe into grasslands

        

        

    
    
        Romy discovers just how great (and overlooked) grasslands are...
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            Grasslands in Worcestershire

        

        

    
    
        Worcestershire has almost one fifth of England's remaining flower-rich meadows and pastures.
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        The Restoring Worcestershire's Grassland project ran from 2012-2015. It was funded by SITA Trust through the Landfill Communities Fund, with over £118,000 being provided to restore 110 hectares of lowland meadow. 
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        Flower-rich grasslands, once a part of every farm, are part of our culture. Most have developed alongside humans because of livestock grazing and cutting for hay. Many have archaeological and…
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        Discover more about wildlife and wild places.
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            Calaminarian grassland

        

        

    
    
        This is a strange, sparse habitat of grassland growing on old mining tracks and slag heaps, on river gravels and naturally exposed metal-rich soils in the mountains. Only the toughest metal-loving…
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            Local wildlife charity calls for spawn sightings

        

        

    
    
        Worcestershire Wildlife Trust is encouraging members of the public to record sightings of toad and frogspawn near them.
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            Photographing wildlife

        

        

    
    
        Join Dr Kevin Williams for a evening spring walk and learn how to capture the wonders of wildlife on camera.
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            Upland calcareous grassland

        

        

    
    
        Limited in distribution, this sweetly-scented, short-cropped, springy grassland is famed for its abundance of rare and scarce species.
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            Upland acid grassland and rush pasture

        

        

    
    
        These grasslands, occupying much of the UK's heavily-grazed upland landscape, are of greater cultural than wildlife interest, but remain a habitat to some scarce and declining species.
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